Concrete or Masonry Wall Base Flashing with a 5-Course Flashing System
(Not Suitable for Stucco Wall Assemblies)

FIVE COURSE FLASHING SYSTEM
FLASHING COMPOUND
PLY FELTS
FLINTLASTIC® MODIFIED BITUMEN
CAP SHEET BASE FLASHING

COMPLETED FIELD MEMBRANE
CANT STRIP

8"–12"
2" not adhered
4"–6"

Note:
1. This detail is not appropriate for APP modified bitumen membranes.
2. See flashing specs in Appendix I.
3. After the base flashing has been installed, nail top edge 9" o.c. through tin discs. Install two courses of ply felts 4" & 6" wide, respectively, in 1/8" thick FlintBond Trowel to the primed wall & between courses. Finish with 1/8" thick trowel coat.